
5. Ifthe funrlion f contains the ordered pairs
{(2,3}(3,3~ (4, 3} (5, - 2\ (6,O)} , then 113) i.J equal to ...• .

a 2
b. 3
c, 4
d. 5

6. If ((x )=x' + 2% , then fi l) is ....
x 1

a. lWdefined
b. 0
c. 3
d 1

1. l f f {x) ,.. 2x' - 6x , then f (l - l } is eqtial to·u .

~ ". 2(1 -" )- 6(1 - ' )
b. 2(t l +5t - 2)

2{t ' +t- 2) '~. 'c
d, - 2(t' - 31 +2)

s. If h(x)= 1 , tht-n d~) is equal to .""
2x- l "\. x"

•• 2x - 1

b. '~)- I
o. 0

d.
I,----Ix
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9. If g(x)= 3x4 +2x' -6, then g{-.J3) is ***.

,. -3
b. 33
c. 27

. d. -39--

The formula for the area of an equilateral triangle with sides of length s is
s~.J3

A ;--. The one false statement is ***.
4

b.

c.

d.

A(O) = 0

A(X+2)=(X~+4)J[,
A(2);,/3

A(,/3); ,/3
2

n. If ((x)= x· - 5x + 2, the value of - ((-1) is ***.

a. -8
b 8
c. 2
d. -2

12. If f(x)=7x-l and g(x)=12x+31, then the product (rxg)(O) is om.

,. 20
_.- b. -3

c. 3
d. -21

-\
13. If f(x).. x3 +1 and g(x)= 12x -11 then f(2)- g(- 2) is equal to ***.

,. 14
~ b. 12

c. -,
d. ,

'......
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c.

d.

b.

14. If f(a)'" 2a+1 and g(a)= I-a, then if ...d-l) is ***.

1
2

1
2

1~
2

undefined

For questions 15 to 18 use the equations:

15. The value of g(f{-3)) is ***.

a. 21
b. -21
c. -7
d. 5

16. The value of f(g(-3)) is *"'*.

a. 21
b. -21
c. - 7
d. 7

17. The expression for goh(x) is***.

rH -Ixl
g(x)=2x-l
h(x)=x' -2x+l

_.- a. 2x' -4x+I
b. (2x_ 1)2- 2(2x-1)+ 1

c. (2x-lXx 2 - 2x +l )

d. 2x' -1

Mathematics A30 Assignment 11
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, 18.

19.

The expression for go g{x) is *"'*.

a. 4x-2
b. 4x-3
c. 4x' -4x+l
d. 1

The volume of a pile of sand in the shape of a cone is V = ~J1r" and the. 3,
radius is a function oftllne in hours, r(t)= ti ,

The expression for Volume as a function of time would be given by ***.

•• V Qr(t)
b. roV(t)
c. v(tHt)
d. V(t)+ r(t)

20. The equation f 0 g(xh 3(2x -1)' - 5(2x -1)+ 7 is the composition of{and
gwherefis***.

Mathematics A30

b.
c.

~ d.

12x' -10x+3
12x' -18x+20
ze -1
3x'-5x+7
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An~l!I' Part B and Part C in the spece provided. Evaluation ofyou l' !lOlutlon to
each problem willbe baaed on the lOlIowing.

• A CQI'T"t'rt ma1ht'll'\8ticaJ. method for solving the problffil is shown.

• The final 8nSW(>f is 3CCW'8.1eand a eheck ofthe answer is ebown where
asked for by the quE:5tion.

• The solution is written in a lltyle t hat is d ear,logio:al, well-organized, uses
proper terms, and ita~ a ecuclueion.

(5) B.

(5)

L

2.

If f{~) = r' .+ 3z1 + 2.l: • lind all the values of", 00 that f(:l:) = O.

,

If(is as in Question I, evelua te af(- l )+2f (2) .

Math..maU"" A30 01



(5) 3. The mappings for the relations f andg are given.

Q 2
•
2 ,
2 ,
, n

5 "V V
f

---"

ie t

n 5

7 ,
2

,
g

(5) 4.

State the value of each of the following.

0 gof(l) "ICH'I)

b. gof(3} ~[.( [1\)

,. gof(5) ~(H(\\

d. fog(4) H j l \Ii)

e. f· f(S) fl,Oe))

The distance in metres travelled by an object is given by the formula

"d(t) - --;,.,,,,
-:)2t+1

where t represents the time in minutes.

The velocity of the object is not constant, but its average velocity over a
time period from I j to /2 is

distance travelled d{t.)-d{t,)
length of time t, t 1
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(5) s.

a. find the ave rage velocity during the frrst 10 minutes of travel.
Round to one decimal place.

,
- .._,., -

..

b. Find the sworage wolocity during the D('Xt 10 minutes of traveJ.
Round to one decimal place.

If h{:I")'" :1" + 2 , mnplifyt he expJ'l"llSion for ,,( 2) .
4 5.-l '1"x

M..thematluA30



(5)

(5)

(5)

6.

7.

8.

Given f(x)'"~ and g(x)= 2 , write the simplest expression for
x-I 1 3x

("g(xl·

Using the equations in Question 6, write the simplest expression for
g"{(x).

Using the equations in Question 6, write the simplest expression for
(f +<Xx).

'- j
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(5) c. 1 A cyclist and a runner start from the same point. The cyclist travels east
and his speed at any time t in hours is 20 km/h. The runner heads south
ata speed of7 kmjh.

a. How far apart are they after one hour?

b. How far apart are they after 3 hours?

c. Write an expression for distance d as a function of time, d(t), in
simplest form.

N
d. At what rate is the distance d

between the two changing?

,

s
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(5) 2. Nametwofunctionsfandgso that h(x)=3(x" +5) +7(x" +5) + 2
is f 0 g(x). (Note: g cannot be the trivial function g(x) = x.)

b. Name two non trivial functions f andg so that

() .JH1. ()
hX=--~lSrQgX.

1+-.lx+1

(5) 3. A barrel ofheight 7 ill and radius 3 m has water
to a depth of h ill. The volume of the water at
any height h is

Y"'1tr"h.

If the depth of the water changes according to

the formula h = Y..!..-, where t is the time in
1+1

hours,

a. write an expression for V(t),

b. find the volume after 10 hours.

,

~

-- - -- ----- --• ,
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(IOU)

(5 ) •• (STUDENTJOURNAL)

Write II. wen organized su mmary dt.he materia] in thi s Je;.oon

which will be r;uitahle to use for review purposes,
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Assignment 12

Values

(40) A. Multiple Choice; Select the correct answer for each of the following and place a
check (./) beside it. ,
1. The slope ofthe line is likely to be ***.

o. 0
b. -3

1o. -
3

d. 1--
3

'---

2. The slope of any straight line parallel to the graph of 2y +6x +1 = 0 is ***.

0 -3
b. -6
o. 3

d.
1
-
3

3. The slope ofany straight line perpendicular to the graph of 3y - 5x - 6 = 0
is _*U.

5o.
3

b.
1-
5

1
0 --

5

d. 3
5
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4. The relationship between the distance ofa car from a starting point and
time oftravel is linear, as shown in the diagram. If (2, 70) and (5, 175) are
coordinates of two points on the line the speed d

and slope are ***.

,

,.
b.,.
d.

both 35kmJh
both 70 km/h
both 100 kmIh
not equal

d
(krn)

t rs)

5. For the graph of 8y+32x+1O = 0 the line u*.

a. rises 4 units for each unit increase in x
b. falls 4 units for each unit increase in x
c. rises 32 units for each unit increase in x
d. falls 32 units for each unit increase in x

6, The x andy intercepts of the graph of y - 4x + 12 = 0 are ***.

,. (-3,01CO,-12)
b. (0, 3), {-12,0)

-

,. (3, 0), CO, 12)
d. (3,0), (0, -12)

7. The graph with the greatest slope is found in figure "?".

,,
'-tt--->

Fig. 1

'"'" '-t;----->

Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4

a. 1
b. 2
,. 3
d. 4
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8. To graph the line with slope - :' which passes through (-1,4) a second

point on the line is found by starting at (-1,4) and going ***.

a. 3 units up and 2 units to the right
b. 2 units up and 3 units to the left
c. 3 units down and 2 units to the right
d. 2 units down and 3 units to the right

9. The slope andy-intercept of the graph with equation 2y+ 5x - 6 '" 0 are,.,

,.
b.
c.

d.

5-- 3
2'

-5, 6
5, -6

~ 3
2'

10. To draw the graph of a line passing through (0, 5) which is perpendicular
to the graph of y = 3x - 5, you first fmd another point on the line by
starting at to, 5) and going '"?".

a. 1 unit up and 3 units to the right
b. 3 units up and 1 unit to the right
c. 3 units to the right and 1 unit up
d. 1 unit up and 3 units to the left

11. The equation y -5 = ~ (x+ 3) has slope ~ and passes through the point

whose coordinates are ***.

•• (-3, 5)
b. (5, - 3)

c. (3, - 5)

d. (-5, 3)
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12 , The equation of the line with slope ~ and c-mtercept 6 is n_,

b.
,.
d.

3
y = - r +:i

2
3J: -2y - 16 =O
3x - 2y - 5 _ 0

3y - - b +5J
2

13. The equation of the line passing lhrough Lhe points whose ooordir.ate6 are
(- 5. 1),(3. - ll is n_,

8 . J:- 4y -7 = O
b. 3.% - 4y - l = 0
c. 7 + 4y + l = 0
d . :I: + 4-y - l "'O

14. The equation of the line passing through the points whose coordina tes are
(-3, 2), (-3, - 2) is -",

a y = - 3r

b.
2y =- x
3

c, r ", - 3
d. y =2

15. Th6 equation ofthe line pa86ing through (5, 7) with zero &lope is . ..,

a y . 7
b. ;1: =5

5,. s v -: x
7

d . y .. 7x

120 AIo";gr>men t 12



16. They-intercept of the given line is *U.

•• 3.222 ...
b. 3.333."
c 3.444...
d. 3.555 ...

: I

,,

! i ! I : I. 1-

17. A van rental company charges a flat rate of $50 plus 15¢ per kilometre
driven. The linear equation that gives the total cost (C) in terms of
kilometres driven (x) is **"'.

a. C=O.15x-50
b. C '" 0.15x
c. C=O.15x+50
d. C=15x+50

18. You are to buy cheese and meat with $12. Cheese costs $1.25 per
100 gm and meat costs 95¢ per 100 gm. The equation that represents the
different amounts of each you can buy for $12 is ***.

a. 1.25<: + a.95m = 12
b. 1.2& + 95m = 12
c. 12& + 95m = 12
d. 2.2(e + m) = 12

19. The equation O.25y -O.7x + 1: = 0 cleared of fractiona and decimals is
,,.

a. O.2Sy-O.7x+O.7 = 0
b. 2.5-7x+7=O
c. 25y-7x+7",O
d. 5y-14x+14=O
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20. The equation ~ x + : y - ~ = 0 cleared of fractions is u*.
"---

Mathematie:s AllO

o.

b.
,.
d.

7x+4y-l=O
35x+36y-15=O
35r+36y-45=O
35 36 15-u-y--.o
45 45 45
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Answer Part B and Part C in the space provided. Evaluation ofyour solution to
each problem will be based on the following.

• A correct mathematical method for solving the problem is shown.

• The final answer is accurate and a check ofthe answer is shown where
asked for by the question.

• The solution is written in a style that is clear, logical, well organized, uses
proper terms, and states a conclusion.

(5)

(5)

B. 1.

2.

A straight line contains the points with coordinates (-1,7) and (2, a) and

has a slope of -~. Find the unknown ordinate.

Solve for a if the points whose coordinates are (a, - 2), (5, - 5), (10, a) all
lie on the same straight line.
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(5)

(5)

(5)

3.

4.

5.

Draw the straight Ii'ne passing through (-2, ~3) with a slope of - ~.

I.

Draw the straight line perpendicular to the graph of y + 3x- 5 = 0 and
passing through (2, -1).

'] -1
.
t -
-I r I

A line passing through (-1, -3) is perpendicular to a line passing through
(D, 2), (3, -5). Find its equation and write it in the form
Ax +By + C = 0 where A, B, and C are integers.
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(5) 6. Determine the slope-intercept form ofthe equation of the given line.

y

(5) 7.

!-

The total cost of driving a rented van 200 Ian is $59 and driving 500 km is
$110. There is a basic charge and a cost based on the number of
kilometers driven. Plot these points on the graph and determine the basic
cost as well as the cost per kilometer.

,-

Mathematics A30 '"
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(5) 8. You have $160 to spend on hamburger and turkey for a family dinner.
Hamburger costs $6 per kg and turkey costs $4 per kg. Write the linear
equation which represents the different amounts of each that you can buy
for $160. Graph the relation determined by this equation,

If the amount ofhamburger purchased is increased by 1 kg how much less
turkey is purchased?

. . ..,
,,, ,

"-- -

(15) C, L In March 1997 the classifieds in a Regina newspaper contained ads with
asking prices for a Dodge Caravan BE.

Year Aslrin Prices (in dollars)
1984 $3900 $ 3378
1985 3900 3950 3700
1986 4100
1987 4600
1988 , 000
1989 6900
1990 9500
1991 11900
1992 16900
1993 16250
1994 16600 16500 18500
1995 17900
1996 24000
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a. Plot the data on the graph paper and draw a straight line which best fits
the data.

I,
,

--1- -,
i I'-H-+ " ,r -r-I-I

H
-+ : i -H,++-++-f-+

, :' i I

I I', ,
L I',

b. Determine the equation of the straight line using the point slopeform.
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c. What is the slope of the line of best fit? Approximately how much does a
van decrease in value each year?

(5)

(100)

2. (STUDENT JOURNAL)

Write a summary ofthe material in this lesson that would be suitable for
review purposes.
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Assignment 13
~.

Values

(40) A. Multiple Choice: Select the correct answer for each of the following and
place a check (,/) beside it.

1. If r{t) '" - 3.7t" - 2.71 + 10, then rW.5) is equal to ***.

a. 12.0725
b. -7.725
c. 7.725
d. 12.275

2. The equation which represents a quadratic function is ***.

1
tl. f(x)=-, , 5

x
b. f(x}=x" +x' - 1
c. r(x)"'-x+4

d. f(x)=~X"-7

3. The equation of'the parabola shown is U*. ,

b.

c.

d.

y=-2(x+l)' +3

y=2(x+l)"+3

y=_2(x_l)2+3

y=2(x-lY-3

(-l,3)

4. Iny=a(x-p)"+q ,ifa>O then***.

a. the curve is above ibex-axis
b. the curve is concave downward
c. the vertex is a minimum and the curve is concave upward
d. the vertex is a maximum and the curve is concave downward
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5. Inyeoa(x-p)'+q,ifq>O then""""'.

a. the vertex is below the x-axis
b. the concavity is upward
c. the vertex is above the x-axis and concavity is down
d. the vertex is above the x-axis

6. In y eoa(x- p)2 +q if q < 0 and c c O, then ..-n.

a. arms are down and the vertex is below the x-axis
b. arms are down and the vertex is above the .e-axis
c. the vertex is below the x-axis and concavity is up
d. the vertex is above the x-axis and concavity is up

7.

8.

MathematlCJI A30

1 ( l'In yeo2" x+3 -1, the vertex is at ***.

a. (-3,1)
b. (-3,-1)
c. (3, 1)
d. (3,-1)

If the coefficient of x' is factored from the right hand expression of

y '" 2x' + ~ x, the equation becomes "U.

, 1
a. y=x +"4x

b. y=~x'+~X)

c. y=~x'+~x)
1

d. y=x'+-x
2
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.. --- 9. The equation y =x" +8x +1 expressed in the form of y =a(x - p)' +q is
."

a. y=(H4)'-17
b. y={x+4}'+1

c. y=(x+4)'-15

d. y=(x+1)' +17

10. The equation y =ze' + 8x +1 expressed in the fonn y =a(x- pY+q is
*H

;I. y=2(x+2}'-7

b. y=2(x+2)'+5

c. y=2(x+2j"-3

d. y=2(x+4)"-31

11. The equation y = -.9x" + 9x +1 h,h~ lUis of symmetry ***.

b

,.

d.

27
y=-

4
-27rr r-r

1
3x=----
2

3
X=-

2

12. The equation 5y+4" l(x -1)' + 2 in standard quadratic form is ***.
5 5

Mathematics A30

a

b.

,.
d.

y = X' - 2x +3
1 2 2 3

Y="5 x -"5x+"5

y=x'-2x-17
1 2 2 17y= ---7: --- ,-..x-~---

25 25 25
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13. The equation of a parabola with vertex at (1, 1) andy-intercept (0,-1) is
."

a. y",-2(x-l)'+1

b. y=~~(x-l)'+1
2

c. .y=-2(r-tl)'-1

d. y"'-.!(x-tl)'
2

14. The equation of a parabola, concave up, with axis ofsymmetry x",-5
could be *U.

a. y=-4(x-t5)' -t5

b. y=2(x-5)'-t2

c. y= 13(;n-5)" ,-1

d. y=-2(x-5)"-5

For Questions 15 to 17 refer to the fo:llowinggraph.

15. The equation of the axis of symmetry is n*.

,. y = 15
b. x = 4
o. x = 6
d. x = 8
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16. The coontinak'ls of'he ~~ll are .. • .',.

a (- 6, IS)
b. (4. IS)
c, (0, 15)
~ (6. )5)

17. The equation of the eurve is ....

1> ta y : - -(x- ol + H'
:JG

"( rb . r v -z-: %-4 +15
36

16 ( ).e. y = - - %+ 4 - rs
86

d. y = (x - 4t + l$

l R The x-jnlercept~ oft1l8 Kl'aph of y '" 4"+ 5)' - 1 are "...

"-.- (-51ox-.' 0)". 2' 2'
b. (0, !}9)

e. (0 --") (~- 4 ~)• 2 • 2-

d. (-5! -.!)
2 ' 2:

19. The y-intl'lU'pt oft.he gr-aphof .1 " 4{%+sy - 1 is ....

a 1"'.0)
b. (O, - 5 ~}(O, - 1~)
e, (0. -1)

d. (0. 99)

' -

" I



20. The solution to x' +4x-5 '" 16 isx = *n.

a -5,1
b. -1,5

". -3,7
d. 3,-7

"-_/
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Answer Part B and Pari C in the space provided. Evaluation ofyour solution
to each problem will be bused on the following.

• A correct mathematical method for solving the problem is shown.

• The final answer is accurate and a check ofthe answer is shown where
asked for by the question,

• The solution is writlenin a style that is clear, logical, well organized,
uses proper terms, and stales a conclusion.

B. 1. Convert each quadratic equation to the form y = a(x - p)' +q.

-

(8)

(8)

(3)

Mathematics A30
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b.

c.

, 5
y=l-x --x

,(

y=-8x'-5x+7
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(3)

(3)

d.
1 ,

y"'-x +&:-5
4

2 ,
, - 3 = - x -3x+l. 3

(7) 2. Write the equllJion y = x 2 + X +1 in tho form y '" a(x- p)" +q and sketch
the curve. On the curve label the vertex andy intercept coordinates.
On the graph state if the curve is concave up or down.

,
i .. ,,

,
I- n

,
'T,

, r

, ,,

I I
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(6) 3. Currently an ice cream store sells 600 cones a week at 95¢ each.

Statistics show that a 5¢ per cone increase in price reduces sales by 20
cones per week. Determine the price to be charged to get the maximum
revenue.

(2)

4. Suppose that the sum of two positive numbers is 100. What are the two
numbers whose product is a maximum? Solve this problem by
perfonning the following steps.

Identify the variables and write an equation which describes the
problem.

Mathematics A30 ,eo Assign:rnent 13



(2)

(2)

b. Sketch a graph ofthe equation. Usc a scale appropriate to the
grid which is provided. Show the roots of the equation and the
maximum.

• ' '" I I
,

I I, ..
•

!
,

I, ., ,
, i· I!
.
,

.

j,, .

.,
~-

•,
I ,
u

State the two numbers and the maximum product.

-- .-
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(2)

(2)

d. If two positive numbers sum to 50, what must those numbers be
so that their product is a maximum?

State the general role which answers the question, "If LWO
positive numhfH'R sum to N, what must the numbers be so that
their product is a maximum?".
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(2)

(3) c. 1.

f.

".

Apply this rule to the following problem. A rectangular enclosure
is to be made from 200 ill of fencing. What must the dimension
be to get maximum area?

By completing the square, show that the x-coordinate of the vertex

for the parabola whose equation is y = (Ix" + bx+c is -~.
zc
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2) b. Using the method in part a, find the vertex coordinates of the

parabola given by y '" ~ x 2 +5x - ~ .

2.

(2)

Mathematics A30

A rectangular pasture is to be made from 100 ill affencing material. One
side ofthe rectangle is a river and no fencing is required. The other three
Bides require fencing. What dimensions would give t he maximum area.
Complete this question by answering the following questions.

Draw a diagram with the sides labelled.
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(2)

(2)

(2)

b.

e.

d.

Write an equation for the total length offencing.

Express the area as a function of only one variable.

Sketch the area function in c.

l, __ -+ ,_. ~ , .

.':±b'' t='±±', ::::L't+·f+~:~~_ . I _ , '
, I"
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(2) e. Write the solution to the question.

(5)

(IOO)

3. Write a summary of the material in this lesson which would be suitable
for review or study purposes.
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~ Assignment 14

Values

(40) A. Multiple Choice: Select the correct answer for each of the following and place
a check {./} beside it.

1. The domain of y = ~ is u ",
x

d.

x2:0

:1'>0,
xeR

Ixl> 0,

xeR
xeR

2. The equation which does not express an inverse variation between the
variables is *H.

k'. a, y=-_._--
x'

b. (J,b, =fI,lJ,

,. {I, IJ,
-.-

(J,

'"
d.

a, a,
k, IJ,

3. If x ""! and x is 3 wheny is 13, then the constant ofproportionality is
y

u,

a. 39
b. 1

1
e. -

39

d.
1

-
13
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4. If a ~~. end (1 is 3 when d is 2, the constant ofproportionality is u*.
d

".
b
c.

d.

6
1
24
1

8

5. Ifdistance travelled is inversely proportional to the square root of the
time taken, and distance is 13 m, after 9 sec, then the constant of
proportionality is *n.

". 39
b. 117
c. gm
d.

1
.

3

6. If the strength ora beam is inversely proportional to its length, and a
beam 5 ill long can support at most 100 kg, the number of kg an 8 m long
beam can support is ***.

a. 500
b. 62.5
c. 160
d. 50

7. The statement "The amount ofcurrent I flowing through a circuit is
inversely proportional to the amount of resistance R is the circuit." is
written in symbols as *"'*.

b.

c.

d.

Mathematics A30 Ass1gnment 14



8. If the area of a rectangle is to remain constant then U*.

a. the area remains unchanged if the length is increased by 1
and the width is decreased by 1

b. the area increases as the length increases
c. the length is inversely proportional to the width
d. the length is directly proportional to the width

9 The most likely graph of the inverse variation y._'_ is*u
x'

,

B D

a. A
b. B
c. C
d. D

10. The graph that best describes lhe variation statement, "The height of a
tree is inversely proportional to the cube of the diameter." is **$.

,

.J
l

DcBA

•

a A
b. B
c. C
d. D

Mathematics A:lO A"signrnent 14



11. A 3 ill bar is used to lift a stone as shown in the diagram. A 90 kg

person exerts all his weight to one end of the bar which is 2! m from
2

the fulcrum and balances the stone. The weight of the stone is
approximately ***.

500kg
450 kg
400 kg
45 kg

For each ofthe questions from 12 to 17 determine the correct ratio ofy to x.

12.
7 5
-y"'-x
3 4

15
a -

28

b.
28
-
15
5

c.
4

d.
7
-
3

13.
0 10

~ -
7y 21x

2". -
3

b. 3
-
0
0

c.
3

d.
3
-
2

. ---
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14.
3.l' + 2)' 2

~--" -.y 3

9
•• -16

b. 16
u
e,. -
4

d. 4-
9

15.
7)'+ 11) 5 .0:; +10--=

3 2

14
a

15

b. '-5-
44
44,. ..'.

d. I'
~

14

16.
3x - y
- - .. - 9
3,1 - x

3
•• -

l3

b. I-
3

< 3

d.
13-
3

Aasignment 14



17.
12". 9x•

6 4)' 23%

3
•• -,
b.

a-
10

I',. -,
d. 3-,

'..

18. An equation 91"hieh is DDt equivnlent to a,b. =a.A iol u • .

•• 0 , b,-= -
0 , ~

b. u1 a"-= -
b, ~

,. ~=~ ' ." '

0 , I.,
d. fl, b, .. b,. a.

19. The given graph i5 tluU of a · · · .

,

a. direct variation
b. partial variation
Co mVl"nle varilltitm
d. infmite variation

l'lIath"""atlc . ASO Asslltnm.,nt 14
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20. If distance (d) is directly proportional to time (t) and d '" 15 km after

2 l brs, then after 3 hrs more, d is **$.
2

a. Ig km
b. 45 km
c. :37.5 km
d. 33 kID

Mathematics A:W Assignment 14



' .... .- AnBwer Part B and Pari. C In the lI'plk'l'p~ Ev.aluDtion of your ooJution
to each prob)o:om will be based on the following.

• A ecrrece maUu"Illattcal mo.thodfor 1I01ving the problem is shewn.

• The Ilnal ersswee is accurate und . dleci::of the ans_r i. sl'.Jwnwhl"<'e

asked for by the question.

• Th~ solution ill' wriUt-"n in a styk-" that is clear, logieal, well organized,U_propl'r terms , and stales a conclusion.

,OJ

(5)

B. 1.

2.

lf6 men do a job in 12 days, how long would 18 me n t a.ke, working at
the same rate?

Uy varies inversely as 3x +2 nnd y > 24 when x '" I, find :.; when)' is
15.

M" thomati"" A30 '" As81gnmen t U



(5)

(5)

3.

4.

lfv varies inversely as the cube of t, and V '" 297 when t == 2, what is V
whent=3?

The weight of a body at or above the earth's surface varies inven;ely as the
square of the distance from the earth's center. What docs a 450 kg object
weigh 500 km away from the earth's surface? A 450 kg object weighs
4410 Newtons at the surface of the carih. Newton is a unit of measure
for weight. Use 6 500 km as the radius of the earth in your calculations.

Mathematics A30 A8!!ignment 14.



(5)

(5)

5

6.

Ifa uniform bar is to balance on a fulcrum, the ratio oftha larger-weight
to the smaller weight must equal the ratio of the smaller distance to the
larger distance.

If an 8 kg weight is 7.2 m from the fulcrum, how far from the fulcrum is
a 9 kgwcight which balances it?

If the illumination of a book 9 m from a lamp is 150 lumens/m" lind the
illumination of the bookS m closer to the lamp.

Mathematics A30 Assignment 14



(5)

151

7.

8.

A 12 CIn diameter pulley rum tit 240 rpm and runs fin 8 em diameter
pulley. How fast does the 8 an pulley roGlh'"!

A gf!'llt' with 4R teeth JnII.kelI5 rp m and webs with It~ having 20 teeth
which in tum wOO:! with n gqar havmg 16 t>'\lth. \\bat is the speed of thll
~tgw.r?

'.-

'_ ..

_.

M..thematlcsASO '" Asllignment 14



(10) C. L A study was conducted which measures the appearance of eunhurn on
skin after exposure for a fixed length of time to solar radiation of different
wave lengths. The data recorded is given below where tho wavelength is
in nanometers (nrn) and the sunburn. appearance is measured on a scale
from zero to one.

The data suggests that there is an inverse relationship between the
variables since, as the wavelengths increase, the appearance of sunburn
decreases. The problem is to determine the variation equation; i.e., is it

y=.'5-,y=!;-,y= ~, or some other relation?
x x "X

Do your investigation by showing your calculations in the table. From
your calculations write a conclusion at tho end of the table. Ifyou need
assistance call your teacher at Technology Supported Learning toll-free at
1-800-667-7166.

w x Sunburn
Wave lenzth • ;00 annearanc; (v)

306 6 1.00

310 10 0.77

315 15 0.60

320 20 0.55

325 0,49

330 0.40

340 0.37

360 0.30

370 0.28

Conclusion:
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(5)

(5)

2.

3.

Attach the completed Activity 14.1 to the assignment.

(S'fUDENT JOURNAL)

Write a brief summary of this lesson which would be suitable for review
or study purposes.

MathematicsA30 AssillllIlumt 14



Assignment 15

Values

(40) A. Multiple choice: Select the correct answer for each of the following and place
a check (,I') beside it.

1. The ordered pair (3, 0) is a solution to the system n~.

a. x+y=l

x-l= 1

b. x+2y=3

x=J~3

c. 2x+y=1
x+2y=5

d. x+2y=5
2x+;ly=7

2. The x and y intercepts of the graph ofthe equation 3x" 4.)'= 16 are *->*.

,. (0,0\(-4,5~)

b. (-4,0),(O,5~)

c. (OA(5~,O)

d. (O,-4),(5~,O)

3. The ordered pair which is a solution to the system y = 2x+1, y = -5x+1
. ***~ .

". (0,1)
b. (1,0)

c. (2.-5)
d. (0. -1)

Mathemati"" A30 Assignment H'



4. The best approximate solution to the system
nf threc equations whose graphs are shown is... ,

o.
b.
o.
d.

(-5,-4)
0,6, 10
(4,5)
(5,4) --i

I ,-

5. Ifa system of equations has no solution then ***.

a. at least one of the graphs is a vertical line
b. the graphs intersect at (0, 0)
c. the graphs are different parallel lines
d. the graphs intersect at infinently many points

6, When x is expre.~sed in terms ofy, the linear equation 3x + 4y = 1
becomes ***.

b.

o.

d.

1 4
x="3-sY

3x=1-4y
1x",--4y
3
1 3

y=---x
4 4

7. When x = 3y-8 is substituted for x in the equation 2y -3x = 3, the
result ls n*.

o. x=l
b. y=-21

-27o. y~~

7
d. y=3

Mathematics A30 Assignment 15



H. The system of equations x+ y +1 = 0 has ***.
2x+2y+l=O

a. -soluticn (0, 0)
b. no solution
c. an infinite number ofsolutions
d. 4 solutions which are the x andy intercepts

9. An equation which is equivalent to the equaJion 4x+ y -1 = 0 is *.*.

b.

e.

d.

16x +4y-1=O
I

x+"4 y=l

12x+3y=3
-4x-y-l=O

10. An . hich i ival th . ;] 5. *,*equetion w ss cquiv cnt to e equanon y=3x+"4 IR ' •

b.

e.

d.

2 I
y-l=a x+"4

3:y=2x+5
5 2

y+-=-x. 4 :l

I 5y-l=--x+
3 4

11. The equation which is not equivalent to -;~ x_I y - 2 = 0 is *0*.
2 3

Mathematics A30

b.

e.
d.

2
3x--y-4=O

3
9-x-y-6=0
2
9x-2y-12"O
3x-y-4=O
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12. Ifone equation is equtvlikml to another equation thE-n •• ••

a. the graphs lire not the same but an' parallcl
b. bothequation3 have t he eeme graph
c. thll ~aphs in~ loll a point
d. the toE'fflrients mU6t be the S8JJ1e

13. In the system

to eliminate thE! VllriKbleJI • • ••

a. .subt.ract equation <D from equat ion ®
b. mult iply equ~h.on CD by 2:and add

Co multiply equation CD by -2 nnd arW

d. multiply equ~hon G) by -1 and add

14. In the RyRWm ax +5y = 1
2x +3y =O

lo eliminate a variable •• • .

Q)
@

a.

b.

d

mu ltiply <D by - 2 and ® by :l and add

multiply (j) by 2 and ® by -3 and add

multiply (j) by 3 :md <y by - 5 and add

any one or e, b. or c

15.

MlI1h,nrUlt lu A30

a ot +3J1-1
b. .\'+3,. = 15
e, lOot + l Sy = Hi
d 1a+ 9y_7
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16. The equivalent equation to 5x-3y- 4 = 0 with x in tenus ory is ***.

<1,

b.

d.

3 4
x=-y+-

5 5
3

x=5 y+4

fj 4
y=-x-----

3 3
5

y"'-x-4
3

17. The equiyulent equ<1tion to : x·- ; r- 3 = 0 . ***m .

b.

c.

d.

7
x=gy+3

7
x'"-y+3

5
6 24v» _·x- -
7 7
21 21y=------x- --
32 8

18. If' the solutlon to

ax+3y=1

-x+y=2

is(-~,l~J then c is "?".

" 7
b. -1
c. -7
d. 1
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19. A line with zero slope passing through (8, 17) intersects with a line with
no slope passing through (-3,7) at the point ***.

". (7,8)

b. (-3,8)
c. (8,7)

d. (-a,17)

20. The system y=2x+5 has solution **'.
y=-6x+5

•• CO,5)
b. (5,0)
c (1,5)
d. CO,O)

Mathematic~ A30 '" Assignment 15



'---

Answer Part B andPart C in the spru;e provided. Evaluation of your solution
to each problem will be based on the following.

•

•

•

A correct mathematical method for solving the problem is shown.

The final answer is accurate and a check of the answer is shown where
asked for by the question.

Tho solution is written in a style that is clear, logical, well org<mized, uses
proper term s, and states a conclusion.

(5)

(5)

B. 1.

2.

x+3y=8
5x+y=-2

4x+5y=9

5x+4y=O

Solve by substitution.

Solve by elimination.
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(5)

3.

4.

2x=;~y ~5

8=x+2y

:Jx+2y=570

4x+5yo'970

Solve by graphing.

Solve by elimination.

y

,,
,

1, -f r,
_e

I ;,

Mathematic.. A30 ,,, Assignment III



(5) 5. Solve
1 3 1-x+-y=
5 4 15

5 1
x+-y=-

8 3

(5) 6 Solve 7x +8y=9

lOx+lly=12

Mathematics A30 '" Assignment Hi



(5)

(5)

7.

8.

2x + y=-8

2x+3y=6

2x-3y=9
-·4x +6y=-18

Solve algebraically and check by graphing.

H·..
•

.
•

L i•
,

! I
! .j ,

i
,, ,, ,

i L
,

i • ), ,
• I I ,._.,

i- i ! ! ' . .., ,
• -t-- ,, .

iii I +iI . . ..
.

.,
•,

Solve algebraically and check by graphing.

r
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(20) C. 1. A system oftwo linear equations can have either one solution, no
solution, or an infinity of solutions. For each case the system has a
special name.

i)

A system with at least one sclution is
called consistent.

ii) - -~

I,
I L

iii)

--~

A system with no solution is called
inconsistent.

I '
t -; 1

A system with an infinity of solutions
(both equations represent the SCllne
line) is called dependent.

Note that a dependent system is also
consistent.

(2)

Mathematics A30

". For each system shown above, write the six equations in the fonn
y=mx+b.
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(2)

(2)

b.

o.

Without algebraically solving a system and without graphing a
system, but by simply observing the system where each equation is
in the form, y '" mx+ b , describe how you can recognize ifa
system is consistent, inconsistent, or dependent.

Given the equation 5x -3y '" 15, write a second equation in
standard form so that the two equations produce.

I. an inconsistent system
n. a dependent system

, ---'

(2) 2. Solve the system x+2y=3
4x+5y=6

Mathematics A30 '" Assignment 1.5



(2)

(5)

b.

c.

Describe the similarity of the above system to that of Question B.B.

What value ofn. makes the following system the same lIS that in
2a? Answer:

=+(n+l)y=(n+2) G)
(n+3lx+(n+4)y=(n+5) ®

Observing the pattern seen in B. 6. and C.2a. suggest the solution
to the above system of equations.

Answer: (x,y)""( )

Mathemllties ASO

Show a check to your suggested solution.
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(5)

(100)

3. (STUDENT JOURNAL)

Three different methods of solving systems of equations were studied in
this lesson. Give an example which is best solved by a certain method.
Do this for each of the methods.
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Assignment 16

ValU("lJ

A Rewrite each of the following as an Blgpbraic equation in two unknowns. Let a
llnd y represent the two unknown quantities. Define what x and y represent .

(2)

'2'

(2)
' -

(2)

(2)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The sum or o ne euenber and twice another number i.!l29.

The diffeTI'nce between t wo numbers is seven,

When twice one nu mber i" decreased by two-thir ds of anot her number , the
result is 5.

Lou has 25 tic.-kets, some are red and the rest ISm gnlE'n.

Kim paid $3.95 (or a notebook in dtmes and quarters,

Math..ma t l.,. A30 375 Aulgnment 16
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(2) 6. A storekeeper wishes to mix tee W(Irth $l5,ikg with tea worth $19Jkg to
make a mixture va lued at. $17.20/kg.

t2l 1. Mr. Bean mixesgumdrops worth $5Ikg with jelly bM.n& ¥/'(lrth $9/).-g to get
a mixture worth $&'kg.

(2) 8. Mark invested $1 500; purt at 5% interest and part at 7% interest,

(21 9. Mark earned $504 interest un an investment a1 5%and another at 7%.

(21 10. Chuck peddles hill<:8lIOe 27 kin downstream for 3 hours.

Mathematic. A30 976 A~sfgnmomt 16



B. For each word problem be sure to identify the variables and write a concluding
statement. The main part of the solution should be carried out as much as
possible in the manner shown in the examples. All work must be shown for full
marks. (This includes a checkt)

-

(8)

(8)

i.

2

Three times a number plus twice a second number is 41. Also, four times
the first plus five times the second is 71. Find the numbers.

A sum of money amounting to $4.15 consists of dimes and quarters. If
there are 19 coins in all, how many quarters are there?

Mathematicg A30 AS8;gnment 16



(8)

(8)

3.

4.

Ajet plane makes a 4 800 km trip to Europe in 5 hOUTS, but takes 6 hours
for the return trip. Ifthe speed of wind is constant and throughout the
trip, what is the speed of the wind and what is the speed ofthe plane in
still air?

Candy invested $2 500; part in a 5% investment and part in a 7%
investment. If the interest on the investment is $160, how much was
invested at each r at e?

Mathematics A30 Assignment 16



'Bl

(8)

5.

,.

A square and an equ ilateral triangle have the same perime ter. Each side
oftbe triangle ill 8 em less than twice the length of each side or the square.
How long is eoch side or the square?

In one week a gas station sold 50 000 L of gas and the net value of th u
sales was $29 000.00 . The prices during that week were 61.9r/L and then
a gas war forced the price down to 54.9rIL. How many L WE're sold at each
price?

379



(8)

(Sl

7.

8.

A 60% antifreeze solution is. to be mixed with a 10% antifreeze solution.

In what ratio (;) must the,."be m.ixed to obtai n a 40% llntifl't'ezt'

&Olution? (Hint; l.etN be the number oflitres of the 40% solubonl

Tickets for a comm unity supper sold for $7 for adult s lind ~5 for children.
If 450 were sold and $2 850 were collected, how many of ee rh kind of
ticket was sold?

Matlll·TD lI.t1r ll. A30 ,so A lI.lI.l gnme.lf, 16



(8) 9. A 6 000 ill relay race is ruo. by two male runners in 18.6 minutes. The
first runner averaged 3CO m/min and the second 350 mlmin. For how
IillIny mmutes did Il'aCh hold thE' baton?

' -

'B) 10. At the sound afan explosion Eleanor ran east at 250me~re~ per minute.
Rudy regained consciousness 4 minutes later and began to ru n after
Eleanor at 300 metres per minute.

a. w rite the distance verses time equation for each ot'the runners.

M..thcm"tlcmASO '" Anlcnment 16



b. Draw the graph of each of the equations and from the graph
estimate the time that it took Rudy to catch up to Eleanor.

(100)

Mathematics A30
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Assignment 17

(40) A Mul tiple Choice: Select the oorrect an !JWf!T for each of the following and
pIoc(o a cht'cl< (,/) t-ide iL

1. Tbe corrcet symbol for angle x i8 • •••

a,

h
c.
d.

L O
L BG
L BCO
L HOC

c

'.....

..... _-

a. ri ght angle
b. reflex angle
c. obtuse angle
d. str a ll(h t angle

The alwlty.. true statpment abou t two anglf-s, L. A and L R, ..hose
measure add up to t HO degrees is • • a.

a. L A a oo L B furm a hnear pair
b. L A a nd L IJ are supplemental)'
c. L A and L B ar e complemen tary
d. L A and L n are obtu..e

If two anglt!ll form a Ji\X'8r pai r and have equal JfleMUK'lI, then ..... .

a. ea ch L is lICUtI'
b. each L is ohtlI&"
c. each L i,; a right angle
d. each L hAA a measure of 450
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5. A pair of vertically opposite angles in the diagram is ~~*.

,.
b.
c.
d.

L DOC and L AOB
L DAO and L RCO
L DOC and L COR
LADCandLABC

6. An angle in standard position with a measure of 90° is ~**.

a. in the first quadrant
b. in the second quadrant
c. in the third quadrant
d. a quadrantal angle

7. An angle of me<lS\lre 3700 in standard position is ***.

a. in the first quadrant
b. in the second quadrant
c. in the third quadrant
d. a quadrantal angle

8_ The one pair which is the measure ofthe same angle is ***.

,. 900 11
'4

b. e~• ,
c 60" .::, 3
d. 180", 2n
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9. The one angle that is in standard position is *"'*.

,

b.

d.

o

10. The two units for measurement of angles ure u"'.

3. ruler and protractor
b. degrees, radians
c. degrees, minutes
d. ern, inches

11. 'I'he distance from the origin to the point (11, -13) is ***.

". 4.9 units
b. 11 units
c 13 units
d. 17 units
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12. The distance between J~(-1,-2) and P2(3, 9) is ***.

•• ..J137

b. ./5"3
c. 15
d. 9

13. The coordinate of the midpoint of the line segment joining A(-6, 7), and

B(2, - 3) are ***.

a (5)
b. (-2,2)

c. (-4,5)
d. (4,2)

14. The midpoint of a line 8egment AB is (7, -5) and the point A has
coordinates (0, 0). The coordinates of Hare ***.

a. (14,-10)

b. (3'. -2 1)
2' 2

c. (-7,5)

d. ( 1 1)-3- 2-
2' 2

15. The measure of an angle in radians is U*.

a ita measure in degrees
b. 2n:tllnes its measure in degrees

c. 1;0 times its measure in degrees

d. 180 times its measure in degrees
a
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16. The rrwtSU£e or an angle in I'lld"Ulli ill the
l<arneNI the Iengt.h l or tbe ~rc suhlcndcd by
tbe angkl if •• • .

e,

h,.
d.

tlli! angle ti in standard position
the angle is ecute
, Ll

,.= 1

17. For nn angle t o be st andard posit ion, the only requirement is ***.

a. the vertex must h<l a t the origin
b. the init ial ray rnuat be part. of the :l:-axis
c. the initial my must be the non-negauve p"rt of th e x-axis
d. the angle mud be drawn on t he x - ;f coord inate plane

•
h.
c.
d.

a linoor triple
a linear pair
rompl..mt'fltary e.ngb
vertical ,mglt'S

19. If t wo nngles of IL triangle are ~'Omp!"mentaTY, the trilmglc is u *.

a . a right triangle
b. an isosceles tri ungle
c. an ob tuse anglo
d. an equiangu lar t riangle

20. A bicycle wht."l"1which rrwde 6 eumpk-te rewufulions has ro tated throogh
•••

• 6.
b. 2 160 radian
c, 2.
d. 121[
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Answer Part B and Part C in the space provided. Evaluation of your solution
to each problem will be based on the following.

• A correct mathematical method for solving the problem is shown,

• The final answer is accurate and a check of the answer is shown where
asked for by the question.

• The solution is written in a style that is clear, logical, well organized,
uses proper terms, and states a conclusion.

--

(6)

(6)

B. ,.

2.

If two complementary angles have measures 2x -15 and x + 30, find
the measure of the smallest acute angle.

Two parallel lines y = -2x + 2 and y = -2x - 3 are intersected by a

transversal with slope ~ which crosses the y-axis at 2. What is the

distance between the two points where the transversal intersects the
parallel lines.
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(6) 3. Use the ideas of prohlem 2 to find the distance to two decimal places
between the two lines whose equa t ions arc y >= 4,; +5 .

y .. 4,l" -1

(Hint: Use a t ransversal which passes through the ori!;jn .)

...



(6)

(6)

4.

5.

Find the area of the triangle with vertices at (-3,51 (- 3,- 51 (5, 1).'

Find the distance to two decimal places from the point (10, 10) to the
midpoint of the line segment from A(-3, 7) to R(-4, -5).
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(7)

(8)

c. 1.

2.

Find the coordinates of a point (x, y) on the line y = x + 4 which is

..)106 units away from (0,0).

lO,O)

Find the points on the line whose equation is y '" 10 which are 15 units
away from (1, 0).

,

Mathematics A.~O

y = 10

",

(1, 0)

(x,y)
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(10)

' 51

U OO)

3.

••

Find the equation of the line jo ining the midpoinu <of AB ,

A(O, 0),8(- 1, 5) Itnd CO, C(10, 2), D(12.,-8).

(STUDENT ,JOURNAL)

Wrile a llummury of the mllk r ial in this ksson whim wook! be 6uitabl1."
for Il.'Vit"W JlUl1X'S'P8.

AMIlPlment 17



Assignment 18
VIl IIlt03

(40) A. MUltiple Choice: Sejeet the CJ)~ arn-"W~r for eoch oflhe (ol........ inKand place
It~k (....) beside it.

1. The one liljUno ""hich ~h<1wlI an angie not in~ Jl(ll!ition is U " ,

Yil,'1'TC :}

1
a
3
4

2. The terminal a rm of a~tive angle in standard pogiUon ha~ D measure
of - 290" lies in QUldront .. . .

a 1
b. a
c, 3
d. 4

." Aooo.lgnment 18



3. The measure afthe angle in standard position coterminal with an angle
whose measure is -200", is ~u.

a. -160"
h. 20°
c. 560"
d. 520D

4. The measures of all the angles in standard position which are
cotcrminal with an angle whose measure is 400" are given by the
expression "U.

a. 400" + 360"
b. eo-
c. 400 + n360~, ncl
d. 4()" + n180°, »a

5. The measures of all the angles in standard position which
are ccterminal with either one of the angles shown in the
diugram are given by the expression. so-

e.

d.

30", 210D

30" + n180°, ne I
30" + n360', nel
210" + n:)60", rui.I

"..-

6. Iran angle of measure 7fiT is one ofthe angles described by
0+n360",n£l, then e is ***.

a. 37'
b. 217'
c. 127'
d. 39T

7.

Mathematics A30

Th . lfied < f esc aC Sllllp I ,onn 0 -
sedl

,. 1
b. sinll oosa
e. tan B
d. cot e

""

i8***.
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8. The simplified form of tan 0 is ***.
cot e

o. 1
b. {tan eY'
c. (cot fly

d. (sinOXcosO)'

9. If esc fl is 10,2593, then sin e is ***.

a, 0.0975
b. 0.0974
c. 0.0973
d. 0.0972

10. By using the trigonometric table of values, if sed) == 5.7587, then a is...
e. 100

b. 11°
c 79·
d. 80·

11. Sin A has the same value as *U.

a. sinB
b. cote
c cosB
d. ooeA

12. The value of tan A is *U.

J55a. .-

3

b.
3

J55
-m 3c --

3

d. 3

J33

Mathematics ;\30 Assignment 18



13. IfB is an angle in standard position and (3, 5) are the coordinates of a
point on the terminal ann ofB, then cos B is "**.

5,.
.J34

b.
3

.J34
5

c -
6

d.
1
-
2

14. If (-1, a) are the coordinates of a point on the terminal arm of angle B
in standard position, then tan B is ~**.

1,. --
:J

b. 1-
:J

c .3
d. -3

15. If the terminal arm of an angle B in standard position coincides with the
negative y-axis then sin B is H*.

,. 0
b. 1
c. -1
d. undefined

16. The reference angle of an angle in standard position whose measure is
9050 is U*.

". 180"
b. 5'
c _5'
d. 185'

Mathematics A30 Assignment 18



17. The measures of a pair of angles whose reference
angles w-e the same 011 tbe reference angle of L 8 il:l...

,

x
a, lW , - 33O" - tee-
b. - 60~ . 00-
o. t W . _ 120·
e, 120",150"

18 . The reference a ngle of a ll the- ooWr nainaJ.angles !Civen hy
280" + n360", 111;:1 is o u .

a, WJ'
b. 100"
e. ..,.
d. 10'

19. If tan e< n, then eis an angle whose terminal erm is in quedrant fs)...
a. l or a
b . 2or 4
c. 30r f
d. e cr t

20. If sin 0 -c 0 and cosa > O. then e is an angle whose terminal arm is in
quad ran t "''''.

~ 1
b. 2
c, 3
~ 4

MathemltU"3 A30 G05



Answer Pari B und Part C in the space provided. Evaluation ofyour solution
to ench problem will be based on the tollowing.

•

•

•

A correct mathematical method for solving the problem is shown.

The final answer is accurate and a check of the answer is shown where
asked for by the question.

The solution is written in a style that is clear, logical, well organized,
uses proper terms, and states a conclusion.

(2)

B. L Express each of the following as a trigonometric function of the
reference ,mgle, with the appropriate plus or minus sign and then give
the value to 4 decimal places.

,~--

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Mathematic. A30

b.

d.

,.

sin 115"

tan 1600

em; 190"
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(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

f.

g.

h

,

J

sec(-260"}

esc 200 0

sin 271"

esc 1750

Hin{·.26W)

2. Determine tho exact values of the required trigonometric ratios.

(3)

Mathematics A:lO

Find sin A and
G

cos A if tan A = - and cos A < O.
3
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' -

(3)

(3)

(:J1

( 3)

M" lhe", .. tlCll ASO

b.

d.

Find sin D md oot D if COlIB = -~ and tan B > O.
4

Find sec C and sin C if ta n C =- 1 and cos C > O.

"li'md m il D Hn d tWl D if sill D 7 ~
2

Find sin E and cseE j( tam 1'; : 5.

'"' AIo!<I l(n ment 18



(5) 3. On the grids provided draw all possible principal angles in standard
position based on the information given.

1
a tunA =-

2
1

b. cosB=-
5

sine =-
9

c.
15

d.
15

"eeD=--
12

e sinE,", 1

a.

.. --

y

~I~r' 1+ '
:.Li.., , ,, , ,

, , ,
I

,
i.-. , ,, , ,, I 1 , ,,, .,

,

i j , . I,, ,
, ,

, I , -r-r-.
, j

-,
,

i~, ,
-~!- ' , -, ,,,

, ,
I I- , I , l,
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b

•.,.,

I i I I

, :

. ,
r.t ! 'ltr : I !

. -+-I-.-·~ 1
I I : 'H1
-4

I :~!,
s

: ;

"- , -j

if
,

, ; i.,J, 1

I I

• •

I .•.

! i I

~ -l

W•

y
- ", ,

•; 1+ •. -., ••, · ,,-
•• •, •-, • • ,

, .

•.,
·. I 1-+,

· -· ,
• • ,·. _.

~ ; , [ • I• I !J.'[
.

.. •, •

d

s

,,
+
1 Htttt-HHtt-T'tt

I I

1-- - !-

, 1'1'1 ;

~,
J. J.:~ :::L.!

iH .; • · . I I I • ,
• - , ,. ,., ,.. .II • ,

I.Lrt - · • • I,
•; I I ; I I •, • l ,, -t,;! ! i CC,

! I
-t-t,

I
, , I• , - •

~ i
,
I ,-, , , , , , ,, . I, ., c' .,,

; . ·,, , , ,
., , , H-u, ., - ., ,

" '"
,-

-.- -
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(10) c. ,. ". Since the measures nf the angles of any triangle
add up to 180", the measure of LB, in terms of
a.in the right triangle ABC is _

--'c

Mathematics A30

b. In the first column of blanks, enter the definition of the
trigonometric ratio in terms of the sides of the triangle, llsingA,
B, C.

In the second column of blanks, enter the appropriflte lingle using,.
sin 0 = ro,

cos a ,m

tan e = rot

cot e = Lan

we e '"
=, = '"

Write a general statement about your observations in part b.

Asaignnumi 18



(10)

liOO)

2.

d, Refer to the table of trigonometric values in the lesson and show
a test ofyour statement in c.

e. If t.he observation in c is true, explain why trigonometric tilbles
may be reduced in size to angles from cr to 4fi" only.

(STUDENT JOURNAL)

Write a summary of the material in this lesson which is no longer than
one page.

Mathematics ASO M"ignmcnt 18
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Assignment 19

Values

(40) A. Multiple Choice: Select the correct answer for each of the following and
place a check (,f) beside it.

1. The one expression which is not equal to 0.6428 is **~,

a. cos 50"
b. cos -500
c. sin _140°
d. sin _220"

2. If cos A = 0.3420, then the principal values of A to the nearest degree
are ***,

a 70°, -700
b. 70°, 290"
c. 70°, 110"
d. 70°, 250"

3. If sin A '" --0.8660 and tan A = -1.7321, then A could be **',

a. 600"
b. 840°
c. 10000

d. 10200

4. The principal solutions to tan '1 are ***.

Mathematic~ A30

a
b.

c.

d.

45", 225"
15°, _225"

1 1
45°' 2250

45°, -45"

571 Assignment 19



5. Cos -•.z. is identical to ....
c

-~
A

". A

LJ'b. 8,
c, -,

"
B " C

d. ,

6. The equation see A '" X is equivalent to the equm.ion .. . .

a. A = CQS1'

b.
I

A ~ --

=r
1,. A ~--

sec e

d. A = Sl?C'lX

7. The particular solutio ns to the nearest degree for the equation
esc A '" 12 are ...." .

a
b,.
d.

30", 330"
30", 150"
15~, 135"

1 I
15'" 135"

8. The value of Bin 9 is ....

Math ,·m att... A30

••
b.

d.

./3

./3
3
I
2

./3
2

572



9. ThewlueofC08 (UlO H I )is · ...

3
a --s
b.

4--,
3

o. s
d.

4
s

•

•
{3, 41

10. The length of Be is "".
a

b.

d.

uN>

"J'j
15

11. The length of Be i.8 •• ••

a . 5 ALIb.
7./2--

2
c, 7./2
d

7-
2

12. Sec 2 45' is the same as ....

a , sec (45 x 45)
b. 2 sec 45
c. (sec 45) (9IeC 45)
d. sec 90

M alholl1.l.lU ..", A30 ,n A.~jgnment 19



13. The expression cot 30° + 2 esc 30° has the value ***.

1 - .
u. -+1

13
b. iJ3

3
c. 4+13
d. 1

14. In the diagram, the angle of depression is ***.

15.

"irplane
a. 50'
b. 40>
o 90'
d. 1300

The value of cos 8 is U*.

ground levd ship

r

a.
b.

c

d.

..,[2
1

12
2

13
2

P(-2,2)

16. Cos 30° is equal to U*.

a. sin 600
b. sec 60"
c. esc 60°
d. sec 30~

Mathem"tics A30 574 Assignment 19



17. Sec 495" expressed in terms of the reference angle is n*.

o. sec 1350

b. sec 45°

". -c sce 1350

d. ~ sec 45°

18. esc 1800 is ***.

a 0
b. 1
o. -1
d. undefined

19.
7 7

Cot SIC, where S1> is radian measure, has the value ***.

1
a 7i
b

1

13
1". -
2

d 2

20. The value of cos 31> ,where 3r1 is radian measure, is ***.

0 0
b. 1
c -1
d. undefined
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Answer Part B and P art C in the space provided . Evaluat ion of your solution to each
problem will be based on the following,

• A correct mathematical method for solving the problem is shown.

• T he final W!HW{"r is accurate and a check of the answer is shown WM rE' as ked for by
the qucetion .

• T he solut ion is written in a style that is clear . logical, well organized, usee proper
terms, end st8~!11 conclusion.

(8)

(M)

8. 1.

2.

Solve the triangle if LR i$ 18.2" and c is 43.1 m. Give lengt hll to one
decimal place and llllgit'lio to the nearest tenth of a degree.

C'o-- - - 7 A

R

One end of 3,).4 m long cable is attached W t he top of a Z2 m till! vertical
pole. The cable is extended all fa r as possible from the base of the pole
and is attached to the ground.

a) What engle, to the nea res t degree. doe" the ceble make with the
ground?

b) How high up the pole is the cable a hori zontal distance of one
m eter from the pole?



(8) 3. Solve triangle ABC giving angles to the nearest tenth of a degree and
lengths to one decimal place.

B
,,,,:,,,,

A LC_-,"-_,,",-------- d D

Mathematics A30 Assignment 19



(8 ) 1. From the top uf a 600 m tall building the angle of depression tc the top
of another smaller bu ilding is 40" and to the base of thE- smaller building
is 50".

a) Find the horizonta l distance between the bui ldings.

b) Find thl" hl!ight orthe smaller build ing.

MathomllU"", A30 51' AoIsignment 19



CB) 5. At a certain distance IIway from
the base of 11 tower, the a ngle of
elevation to the to p is 32" and 122
m further away from the base the
angle or elevation u. 22". Find the
height of the tower.

M. thcm llt lcBA30 '" Assignme n t 19



" . -.

(I ti ) c. 1. For a to g; verify that eo.ch sta tement is true by evaluating the terms on
both sides of the equal sign and showing that the valuesare equal.
(US(' cxad values. No celculetors.)

b. 1 - 2 sin ' 30" .• cos 60"

c. 2 cos ' :~ O' - l = cos 60·

d . sin 45~ = Jl-Cllll~I'
2

Math... n"UM A30 '" A~¥llr"ment 19



f.

g

tan 60" -tan 30° = tan 30 Q

1 +tan 600 tan 300

1 -+- cot 30° cot 60
0

'= cot 300
cot 300 cot 600

h. Evaluate sin390D + cos (-45")-sin(-225°).

"--"

Mathematics A30

,

J

Evaluate

Evaluate

sin 0" + cos 180 0
- sin 270 0

•

.• It ,ll. ,5R
Sin -+COS --SIn -

3 6 a

ASIlignment 19



(5l

100

2. (STU DENT JOURNAL)

Write It summary of the meteeial in this lesson which will be- useful for
study and review.
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Review of Lessons 1 to 19
--

Introduction

This )t'!<I>Oll completes Module 2 of the coone. It contains no new rn.'ltcriaI m be studil'd and ill
intended 86 a rev iew. 'The -.ignment oollsisltl of fifty multiple choice qill'Sticns selected from
the topics eoveeed in Mathematica A30. The I~ all well a'> the sed.ion o! the material
relevant to the question is found to the left of each question.

~anlple:

(3.31 8.-

This shows lha ~ the material relf'Vant to Qt\el;tion 8 can be found in Lesson 3, Section 3.

ThQ same format will be followed as W ;)lI for the renew in 4'>8011 10. It should be noted t hat
the re view lessen is all multiple choice and is just like the format for t he departmental
examination. The final examination will consist of 50 multiple choice questions as well.

For the assignmen ts of each of t he eighteen previous lessons (Lesson 10 was n roviow') you
were asked to make a summary for study purposes. This is a good Ume tO I.lJ;C the summaries,

- c . • add to them , a nd improve on them B.S yell r l!View the lesson .

Tho atIsignmen t for this lesson wil l be computes- scored . Please enter your
response" to thl' mult iple choice questlonll o n to t he bubble sh eet, The bubble
sheet is found o n the r-everse side of the As'Signme n t Su b mio.liion Sheet. This Is the
only Ilhcet that Is submitted to Tet':h nology Su pported Learnin.: fo r crading.

•

•

•

•

Do not suhmit the questionll.

H~. remember to circle your f"E'SPOnM'S in the essjgnment so th,t you beve a
record of the choke! you mad".

A lette r will 00 sent to ~u sivingyour~-ul ts end indicating
which. questions wert> answered correctJ;y.

Ifyou have any questions, pkese call your Technology
Supported Learning teac her!

Matb"m.tl~ A30 687 Lesso n 20



Reminder: Since assignment #20 is computer scored, you need to complete
the back side of your green and pink Assignment #20 Submission Sheet by
bubbling in the appropriate response for questions 1 - 50. You need to only mail
your completed Assignment Suhmission Sheet for Assignment #20 to your
teacher.

On your Assignment
Submission Sheet,
this area here needs

your bubbled answers

Mathematics A30

.. . -
-
-
-
-

L"sson 20



- Assignment 20
'-'

A. Multi ple Choice: Select the IXIJ1'ed answer for each of the following and enter your
answer on the computes- scored s~t.

(8.U I.

(8.1) 2.

(9 .1) 3,

(9.3l 4.

For the sam!" price you een order a beaic pizza and add any two extra tcpptngs
from a choice of !ri:Jr: different toppi ngs. Ifa double of om' topping is allowed,
t he nu mber of dilTerent pizzas with two toppings ill .U.
A 36
R 36
C. 12
D, 6

The number of 5 and 6 I ll l~r words, with no repeti tions allowed, t hat can be
formed from t he letters in N U M B E R is . ...

A 30
B. 36
C. 720
D. l1AO

The number o f distinct ways the letters A BC D E F G H I cen be arranged in
a circle is h~.

A 8'

B.
~

a!2!

C, 81-
~.

D, 8'-
~

The solution to 2 " ..P, + 50 = .. PI is ..... .

'" Alislgnment 20



(1.3) 5.

(1.4) 6.

Two hundred and seventy students wrote an exam in which 35 students got a
mark higher than Paula and eight got the same mark as Paula, which is 83%.
Her percentile rank in the class is *H. '-_"

A 85
B. 86
C. 83
D. 81

The box-and-whisker plot represents test scores.

,

50 65 85

ra.n 7.
(2.4)

(3.3) 8.

If Derrick made a mark of 64%, then ***.

A. more than half the students made a higher mark
R more than 64% of'Lhe students made a higher score
C. less than 35% of the students made a higher score
D. less than 65% of the students made a lower score

One of the factors of 27x' - 125a"x' is H*.

A. 3x-5(1'x
B. 9-15a'x
C. ,'3 + fia"x
D. 3-5a'x

The remainder when ((x) '" -ae' +x' - 5x +1 is divided by x +1 is -«.

A -2x" + 2x l - X - 4
B. -2x"-2x'·-x-6
C. 5
D. -5

Mathematics A30 Assignment 20



(4 .1) 9 , .'_'c-02e',,-,,,,sThe simplified form or -
.t - a

A. 1
B. ,
C. x -t- 2
D. x - 3

<+ 2.-- ,
, -3

x ..•••. _ - lli .
,-4

(U) 10. The simplified form of ~ + :'i _ . -"'co i8 ....
a- x

'l'he solu tion to - '- - 2 =
x+2

(4.3) 11.

A.

B.

C.

D

;<;2 - lOx 28
1'2 -25

x" -t- 10%+ 22
x 2 _ 25

:c+ 2
;( 2 25
3x 15
x · - 21)

-,
iB X =**~ .

2x - 3

(5. Il 12.

3
A. - 2 -, 2

B.
2

- 2 -
'3

C. 5,-3
D - 5 ,:l

~8Oa"If a = - 1 and b == 2, lhton i! equal to ......
51>

A. ±4
B. -tl6
C, 4
D. 16

Math..mall esA30 '" A8slgnmO!llt 20



(5.3) 13.

A.
2

a'b'

B. a'b"
H

C
1

a"b'2'

D.
2

a,'"b"

(6.2) 14. . 213-16
The expression c: r;;

3... 2 ,<, with the denominator rationalized is U*.

A.

B

2,ff, + '1. - 2../3 - .fi
5

2-/6 + 2 - 2../3 -,J2
Hi

c. ;~.fi + J?,
D. 2..[f, + '1. - 2.{;, -.fi

(6.3) 15. The solution to .Jx; +- 1 +5" '1. = 1 is contained in the interval'"?".

A. x<-1
B. -1:s: x:S: 1
C. 1<x<2
D. x ;:: 2

(7.2) 16. To complete the square in - 2{x' .. 6x + A)= -3 + B the values for A and B
respectively are H,".

A. 9, 9
B. 18, - 36
C. 9, -18
D. 9, 18

Mathematics A30 Assignment 20



-. (7.3) 17. 'The solution for x in~ - --=:..... = -2 is *U.
2x x -l-1

A. 0, ~1

• - 5±m,
C. 9 .. 2

"D.
9 1- _.

"
,

(7.4) 18. To solve t:Jx -J- 11= r -a. vcu must solve . .....

A_ :lx -J- l = O
B. 3.l"-J- l =r - 3and Hx +1=3-x
C. 3x-J- l =r - 3
D. x -l = Oand3r -J- I =Q

(11.2) 19. If f (r )=x' - 2x +- ii,aml .l;'(x) =~, then f (·· l ) + g (- l) isequlllt.o ...•.
, ~ -,

A. . !
2

B. 8

C. , !
2

D. 1

." A....tgnmcnt 20



(11.3) 20. The simplest form of (r - f?Xx), given that f(x)= 1-x , g(x)= 2x -:J ,is ***.
2+x x 2

A

B.

c.

D.

x-2

x
-3x2 +4x - 8

x' 4
-3x2 +2x +2

4 -x'
3x' -2x -4

4 x'

(HAl21. If f(X)=~X+l and g(x)=2x -2, then f(f?(-n)) is***.

A.
1
-n
2

B. -n
C. n,2
D. -2n-2

nt.o 22. If r(x)= Ix2 - fne+11, then to f(- 3) is ~*~.

A. 40
B. l600
c. 1201
D. 265

{l2.1l 23. The equation d => 7t + 30 represents the distance in km a person is from a given
location at any time t in hours. The speed ofthe person in km/h is -«.

A. 7
B. 30
C. 14

D. 4~
2
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(12.3) 24. To graph a straight lil\« passing through (5 , - :)) with slope - 3 , 0 second point
is found on the line by gtarting at (5, - 3 ) a nd gning n • .

A. 5 un its up a mi 3 unita to the left
ii. 3 uni ts up and 1 unit to the right
C. 3 units down a nd 3 units wthe left
D 3 units down and 1 unit tv the right

(t2.:n 25. The ",,,"uat inn of the lint!~ing througld3, - " ) and (6, 7) is 0 0 0 .

"•c.

u

11
' ~-.E - 15

3
y =11.r - 45
y= - l h - 45

11
. ~-% - 45"" a

(13.3) 26. The equation , y = 3x ~ _. 2x ·- 7 written in the form y '" l.l (x _ p)1+q is o u .

A.

a.

c.

D.

y,, 3{x -l}' .. H

y = (x - l )' -6

Y = 3(r - ~J - 230

v =3(X _ ~Y_22
J :i J :1

CI3.3) 27.

A. vertex: (s. -lO).nmge s :<!: - 10
8. vt.'rkx (-5. - 1O), rnnge y :<!: -1O
C. V('rtex (- 5, - 1O),range , c; - 10
D. vertex (- 5, 10), runge y ~ 10

Ma t h " lnath..~ 1\30 50' A~~lgnment 20



(13.3) 28. The number of units, n, ofa commodity sold at pricep is given by
n = -0.2p +50. The revenue is the product of the selling price and the number of
units sold. The maximum revenue for this commodity is ***.

A. 125
B. 250
C. 3125
D. 15625

The following information will be used to answer questions 29 - 31.

The attraction (A) between a magnet and a bar of iron varies inversely 8Jl the square of the
distance (d) between the magnet and the bar of iron. The attraction between the two is
2 newtons when the distance is 3 em.

(14.2) 29.

(14.1) 30.

(11.2) 31.

The variation statement for this real world problem is "?".

A. A" d

B. d"
1-
A

c. A 1

" d'
D. A " d'

The constant of variation, k, is ***.

A. 18
B. 6
C. 12
D. 5

The measure of the attraction when the distance is 0.5 em is ***.

A. 36N
B. 3 N
C. 48N
D. 72N
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(14 .1) 32. An electrical current (c) var ies inversely as the r es istance (r) orthe l;ireuit .
c, = 6 amp~ c . ~l r l = l l S ohm s ,. = 70ohms

~_ T hO:! missin g proportion is ....,

A. 3.7 amps
B. 9.9 amps
C. 12 illT. JlS

D. 8 amps

(1 5 ) :n 'The system

-

(15.3) 31.

A. dependent
n. con sistent
C. inconsistomt
D. equivalent

:31 '1 1)- x - - y ... =
The system 4 5 is equivalent to ~ u .

5x +y - l .. 0

A

n

c.

D.

l'tIa ' h ..mBtlC8 ASO

15x -4:y +60 =O

- 15x +3.1' - ;{ : (j

15x ~ 4y + 60 ,,0

l l) x + :iy - :h O

15.r - y-t 15 : 0

- 15x -3y-3 : 0

15x -4,+ UO : 20

15x +3y - 3 " 3
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(15) 35.
2x- y=-4

If (x, y) is the solution set to the system , then ***.
fix+9y=la

A. -3<x<O and -5<y<0
B. 0<x<4 and-5<y<0
C. -3<x<0 and O<y<5
D.0<x<4andO<y<5

(15) 36. The solution to the following system of equations is H*.
12x-7y .. 27

4x-3y=dl

A. [-3 :J
B. G-3J
C [3-iJ
D. [-, 3J2'

(16.2) 37. Two metal alloys, one containing 26% copper and the other containing 54%
copper are to be mixed together to get 210 oz of tin alloy that is 30% copper.
How much of the alloy containing 26% copper should be used?

A. 300z
B. 1800z
C. 2100z
D. 950z
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(16 .3) 38, 'Iwo bucks haul 126 m' of sand each taking 7 loads. They can move 136 in ' if
one truck takes 11 loads end the other truck takes 5 1oods. Find the capacity of
each truck.

A. R rn' ,10 rn"
B. 4 m",14 m'

C. u rn",12 m"
D. a m',13 m'

', -'

(16.3) 39. On a trip or 800 km, Charlie drove at two d ifferent speeds. In one province he
drove at 100 km/h and ill another at 110 kIn/h. ITthe en tire trip took seven
a nd one-half bnurs, the dist ance travelled at !.he 110 k:mJh speed is .U.
A. 250km
B. 300 kID
C, 4751<m
D. 550 km

(17.1) 40. The pair of measur es which is for the sam e angle is u ...

A 35° 0.8017 radians
n. 9O~ 1.5707 radia ns
C. 1200 3.094.1 radians
U. 170 53...071 radians

0 7.3) 4l. The length ofthe line segment join ing A (- 7,- oland 8 (- 1, 5) is " '".

A 11.662
B. 8.000
C. 10.335
D. 1.2.351
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(17.3) 42. The length of the line segment joining X (+15", 2-./18") to the midpoint of'

Y(7)5,." sJ2)and Z (./5, - 12) is *U.

A. 7m
B. ,,/13:3

c. ,jan
D. ..)261

(18.1) 43. If the measure of angle A in standard position is - 2100, then the principal
angle is n *.

A. 1.500
II -150°
c. _30"
D. 30°

(18.2) 44. If cosA .> 0 and tan A < 0) then A is an angle in quadrant ***.

_.. '

A.
II
c.
D.

I
II
111
IV

'._..

(18.3) 45. The one false statement is .U.

A. the sine of an angle in the second quadrant is the sine of the reference
engle

B. the cosine of an angle in the third quadrant is the negative of the cosine
of the reference angle

C. the tangent of an angle in the second quadrant is the tangent of the
reference angle

D. the secant of an angle in the fourth quadrant is the secant of the
reference angle
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(18.4) 46. Given that cosA = - ~, the one true statement is ***.

A

B.

c

D.

,f55
tan A = --, only

3

sin A = ± ,f55
8

. a,fi
sm A '" ±-

4
8

sec A 7.< ±-
3

(l9.l) 47. The general solution for tune = -0/3 is ***.

A. ± 60" + n360°, n c I
B. 120°, 300 0

C. 120"+n360" and 300°+103600, n e l
D. 150 0 +n3600 and 330o+n3600, n e T

(19.2) 48. From an airplane flying at an altitude of 1000 ill, the angle of depression to a
ship is 60" . The distance from the ship to a point directly below the plane is
*** m.

A.

B.
c.
D.

l OOO.J3

3
l000J3
500
1000-/2

(l9.2) 49. In !!.PQR, mLQ= 90 Q
, PQ =1, and QR= 3. The value for sec LR is '**.

A. J3-
10

B.
3

,flO

c. ,flO--
3

D. 2
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(19 .2) 50. A wire is attached to the top of 11.6 metro tall pole and forms a ~5' angle with
the ground. The wire is exectly • •• m king.

A. s.Fi
B. &J3
c. s.Fi
D. &J2

. ~ -. '

Aeminda': S ince assignment 20 is computer $(oreobre. you need to complete the bock side
of t M green and pinkossrgrwr.ent # 20 submission sheet by bubbling in tM OFpropriote
response f or quest iclfls #1 - #50. YO'J only need to mail us this comp~ted page t or
ASSignment 20.

•• •

On yo... Assignmetlt
Submission Sheet .
this orea here needs
youI' bubbled answers
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Assignment 11

Values

, s

t

, ',-
a

s,
, ro

a one-to-one function
a one-to-many relation
a relation that is not a function
a many-to-one function

,.
b
o.

_'_ d.

1. The mapping of x to Y is an example of ***.

Multiple Choice: Select the correct answer for each of the following and
place a check (./l beside it.

(40) A.

2. The graph represents a relation that is ***.

a. one-to-many
b. a function
c. one-to-one
d. a many-to-one function

3. The equation y = - 3x + 5 represents a relation that is ***.

a. many-to-one but not a function
b. a many-to-one function
c. a one-to-one function
d. one-to-one, but ,;ot a function

4. Which one of the following is true for the graph ofa many-to-one relation?

a. Every vertical line crosses the graph in at most one point.
b. At least one vertical line crosses the graph at more than one

point. '
c. Every vertical or horizontal line crosses the graph in at most

one point.
d. Every horizcntal Iine crosses the graph in at most one point.
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